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A MESSAGE FROM 
DON WENNER
Founder & CEO

It’s hard to believe we’re more than 
halfway through an extraordinarily 
successful and productive year thus 
far. As we revealed in our last quarterly 
report, our theme for 2022 has been 
“Bigger. Better. Faster.” DLP Capital is 
certainly living up to that theme as we 
continue to grow towards our goal of 
becoming a Fortune 500 company.

We achieved some significant milestones 
in the second quarter that I’m excited to 
share! We’ve now exceeded $200 million 
of capital raised through the first half of 
2022, and we’ve deployed more than $107 
million in investor capital. Because of this, 
we can invest in more projects to help us 
fight the four crises facing America (more 
on that later in this report). In addition, 
we have 7,005 units in development 
and 994 units under construction with 
projects across the country, including 
in Texas, Florida, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Georgia.

I’m excited to announce that we are 
entering the luxury RV resort arena, 
having completed our first project in Glen 
St. Mary, Florida. Island Oaks RV Resort 
raises the bar on typical RV landing spots 
around the country. It features a wealth of 

amenities like miniature golf, a swimming 
lake with an inflatable obstacle course, 
a pool, on-site dining, live music, and 
daily events and activities that keep the 
whole family entertained. Island Oaks is 
the first of many luxury-style RV resorts, 
and we invite you all to stay with us!

One of our greatest accomplishments this 
past quarter is the addition of 100 investors, 
bringing our total investor count to 2,200. 
Additionally, 332 existing investors added 
to their accounts, totaling $119 million in 
capital raised in Q2. It should go without 
saying that none of what we do would 
be possible without the support of our 
investors. Through their contributions and 
partnerships, we can trek that 20-mile 
march in pursuit of impacting 10 million lives.

As we move into the second half of 2022, 
I’m excited and invigorated for what’s to 
come for DLP Capital, and I’m so blessed to 
have such an incredible team and support 
system. Thank you for your ongoing support, 
and let’s continue to Dream. Live. Prosper.
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“...I believe in the 
dedication and 
grit of our team 
members who work 
to make our “Bigger, 
Better, Faster” goals 
possible.”
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MEET DON WENNER THE DLP STORY
Father, Husband, CEO, & Author History, Facts, & Stats

DLP Capital, headquartered in St. Augustine, Florida, 
is a private real estate investment and financial 
services company focused on making an IMPACT 
on four major crises in America: Affordable Housing, 
Jobs, Legacy and Happiness. The company 
achieves this through acquiring, developing, 
and building relationships, housing, leaders, and 
organizations. With more than $3 billion of assets 
under management, DLP Capital has been on the 
Inc. 5000 list of “Fastest Growing Private Companies 
in America” for 10 consecutive years. The firm 
has an expansive array of business divisions and 

companies including real estate investment funds, 
commercial real estate lending, construction 
management, development, sales, leasing, title 
services, and loan servicing. Through the proprietary 
Elite Execution System, as well as its exclusive 
membership platforms focused on business 
scaling, investment housing, family, and wealth, 
DLP Capital impacts lives by empowering its clients 
to choose, create, grow and preserve prosperity. 

For more Information, follow us on @DLPCapital or 
visit DLPCapital.com.

in a row, Inc� 5000 Fastest 
Growing Companies

10 YEARS

lives impacted
805,534

current investors
2,200

total annual revenue
$287M+

productivity per person
$379,473

deals funded in the 
past year

$2.54B

units invested in
25,000+

residents we provide 
with housing

60,000+

assets under management
$3B+16 years leading DLP 

Capital— impact investment 
management company with  
$3+ billion in AUM

Inc. 5000 9 straight years

Closed more than 20,000 
real estate transactions 
totaling over $6 billion

Acquired more than 25,000 
homes and apartments for  
over $3 billion 

Funded more than $3 billion 
in loans and lines of credit 

Author of “Building an 
Elite Organization”

11 + Years of marriage  
(in a row) 

3 sons, Donny, Alex, & Jake 2 dogs, Penny & Luna 

Grew up in Easton/
Nazareth, PA area

Lives in St. Augustine, FL, with 
a 2nd home in Asheville, NC

Lifelong Raiders Fan (and also 
cheers for the local Jaguars)

DLP By The Numbers
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OUR CORE VALUESA CALLING TO BUILD BETTER
A Better Company. Better Leaders. Better Communities. What makes DLP able to  

achieve such great results  
on a consistent basis?

It comes down to ten principles brought 
to life by every person who works here. 
By living these out day after day, these 
principles have become more than just 
words–they are the essence of who we 
are and how we deliver greatness.

BHAG  (Big Hairy Audacious Goal)

Become a Fortune 500 Company 
through the achievement of our 
mission: positively impacting 
10,000,000 lives by providing 
500,000 solutions.

MISSION

To lead and inspire the building of 
wealth and prosperity in the lives 
of 5,000,000 people by providing 
500,000 solutions.

MOMENTUM THROUGH OUR 
GROWTH FLYWHEEL
1. Capital Invested 

Building legacies, families, 
and wealth for faith-centered 
wealth creators.

2. Invested in Housing 
Through debt and equity 
for elite housing operators, 
developers, and builders.

3. Build Elite Organizations 
Scaling companies through the 
Elite Execution: both DLP Capital 
and the Operators with whom 
we invest.

4. Create Prosperity 
For residents, team members, 
investors, and operators by 
helping people live fully, and 
build elite careers and lives.

PURPOSE

Dream. Live. Prosper.  
Passionately creating prosperity 
and making an impact by 
investing in communities.

1. 
CAPITAL 

INVESTED

3. 
BUILD ELITE 

ORGANIZATIONS

2. 
INVESTING  

IN HOUSING

4. 
CREATE 

PROSPERITY
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The housing affordability 
crisis is real. 

Due to increased real 
estate prices, coupled with 
stagnant wage growth, 
America’s workforce is 
struggling to find housing 
that fits their needs and 
their budget. According to 
Barron’s, more than half 
of all U.S. households—or 
63 million—are unable to 
afford a $250,000 home. 
And 10.7 million American 
households pay more than 
50% of their income on rent. 

When there is no choice 
but to pay the high prices of housing, it creates a 
situation where there is very little money available 
for “wants”–and may even cut into “needs.” A family 
may be one car repair or medical emergency 
away from deciding if they can pay for clothes 
or groceries. This stress and anxiety keeps this 
population from feeling as fulfilled and connected 
as they could–in turn leading to lower work 
productivity. This downward spiral is indicative 
of the ‘happiness crisis’ our country faces.

That’s why we are committed to providing, 
preserving, creating, and managing workforce 
housing communities that working families can 
more easily afford. We invest as an operator, 
equity partner, and lender—managing, leasing, 
sourcing, selling, and servicing investments 

in communities across America. It’s our 
way of helping families lead happier, more 
sustainable lives.   

We also take our responsibility to our investors 
very seriously. We use our Elite Execution System 
and exclusive membership platforms to help 
our investment clients choose, create, grow, 
and preserve prosperity, today and for future 
generations. We want them to stay with us on this 
journey and witness the rewards that  
come to themselves and others. 

It’s all about creating a never-ending cycle 
of prosperity and growth in the world.

OUR SENIOR 
LEADERSHIP TEAM

IMPACT INVESTING

We are proud to have leaders who not only have the depth of experience to 
grow our company according to our aggressive growth goals but also exhibit 
DLP Capital’s core values, desire to nurture our future company leadership, 
and contribute to our culture of mutual respect and servant leadership.

DON WENNER
Founder & CEO

ROBERT PETERSON
Managing Principal, 
Head of Accounting & 
Finance

CLAUDIA 
SCHIEPERS
Managing Principal

BARRY DEGROOT
Managing Principal, 
Chief Legal Counsel

AMANDA DEAN
Managing Principal, 
General Counsel

MELANIE FRENCH
Managing Principal

JIM BOYCE
Managing Principal, 
Head of Development & 
Construction

BO PARFET
Managing Principal, 
Head of Growth

GINA LUJAN
Managing Director, 
Head of People

Doing Well While Doing Good.
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FOUR CRISES 
FACING AMERICA

And Our  
Impact Mission

1. The Happiness Crisis 

According to data reported in January 2021 in 
the General Social Survey, Americans were the 
unhappiest they’ve ever been—23 percent reported 
they were “not too happy”—the lowest portion since 
the survey started in 1972. Considering the events 
that have impacted the United States in the last 
couple of years, it’s easy to blame the pandemic 
or other social topics. However, this crisis was 
unfolding long before COVID-19 showed up. It’s an 
issue that experts have been trying to solve for 
decades. In truth, our happiness has been in decline 
for some time. The pandemic has simply magnified 
just how serious it is, and the need to improve 
the overall happiness and health of our nation.

It’s hard to pin down why any one person is 
experiencing unhappiness, but speaking in broad 
strokes, there are three other significant crises 
that are likely major contributing factors.

2. The Housing Affordability Crisis

The demand for quality, affordable workforce 
housing is large, growing, and unmet. Based on 
a report from Attom Data Solutions, the ability to 
own a home in the United States is no longer an 
affordable option for the average worker. That 
leaves renting. More than 12 million Americans (1 in 
4 renters) now spend more than half their monthly 
income on rent—a rate that has increased more 
than 30% over the last five years. The situation 
is not getting better, with ongoing declines in 
affordable property numbers and steep increases 
in rent (up by 70% in the last decade). In addition, 
home and rental costs are increasing, which is 
being attributed to a lack of available housing in 
the United States. People are getting priced out 
of the housing market and having their finances 
drained just to have a place to call home.

3. The American Workforce Crisis

As the American workplace has evolved over 
the past several decades, so has employee 
engagement. Past generations found a strong 
connection and sense of importance and value 
through their careers. Today, fewer and fewer 
workers are getting that feeling of connectivity 
and value through their jobs. The COVID-19 
pandemic has only made this worse—some 
40 million American jobs were lost at the peak 
of the pandemic, with 43% predicted never to 
return. For those still with jobs, the lack of a work 
support system and the fear of job loss has taken 
a toll on their mental and emotional health, and 
more than 47 million workers left their jobs in 
2021 in hopes of finding new employment that 
values work-life balance, better compensation, 
and a more robust company culture.

4. The Wealth Legacy Crisis

There is a strong desire for many of those who have 
worked for years to grow and manage their wealth 
beyond their lifespan. Achieving generational wealth 
requires the discipline of setting clear goals, having 
honest communications, and educating/involving 
family members. In other words, developing a 
legacy mindset and building a sense of ownership. 
Too often, these things do not happen and future 
generations lack the knowledge and ability to keep 
the wealth train on track. It is estimated that 70 percent 
of familial wealth is lost by the second generation, 
and 90 percent is lost by the third generation.

THE GOOD NEWS IS  
THAT ALL IS NOT LOST. 
Each of these crises represents an opportunity for 
positive change. That’s why DLP created the 4X 
Bottom Line Impact Investment Approach. At the 
heart of our business is the realization that we can 
do good for society while empowering families and 
other investors to secure prosperity for themselves 
and future generations. Everything we do is focused on:

• Delivering consistent returns to investors
• Providing safe, clean, and affordable  

workforce housing
• Growing businesses and creating jobs
• Helping our residents create wealth  

and prosperity

In short, everyone wins and no one loses. Treating 
life as a zero-sum game only serves to hurt us all. 
DLP also seeks out partners who feel the same way. 
In our lending strategy, we are providing capital 
to operators and builders to create, improve, and 
preserve affordable workplace housing, while 
actively helping scale their business and creating 
jobs in their communities. We operate as a purpose-
driven company, hiring passionate, engaged people, 
and challenging our leadership to invest in our team 
members by helping them live fully, both at work 
and home, to create a feeling of self-worth. Finally, we 
encourage everyone within a family to have a “wealth 
creator” mindset, so legacies can follow a continuum 
rather than dying out after a couple of generations. 
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INVESTOR 
SPOTLIGHT

ALLENTOWN HEADQUARTERS
Grand Opening

Our Pennsylvania HQ Has Moved! 

DLP Capital is excited to continue its partnership 
with Lehigh Valley as we moved our HQ from 
Bethlehem to Allentown. The Grand Plaza Building 
is spacious and will allow for even more growth 
as DLP Capital continues to expand, and we 
look forward to interacting with the downtown 
community. Lehigh Valley is where DLP Capital 
first laid its roots so we couldn’t be more elated 
to continue calling the area home. In June, we 
hosted a fun family-friendly grand opening and 
ribbon cutting ceremony to celebrate this move 
with team and community members.

TIMOTHY REEVES

A resident of Breinigsville, PA, Timothy 
Reeves is the CFO for Lehigh County 
Government, where he’s worked for almost 
12 years. Before entering the public sector, 
he spent time in public accounting and 
served in the military. Reeves’ philosophy 
on real estate investing is to have a 
well-diversified portfolio, something that 
was emphasized to him as early as college.

He was first introduced to the idea of real estate 
investing through his work with the county 
government and saw great potential in the market. 
He researched different companies and eventually 
came across DLP Capital. “One day, I was driving 
in my car and heard a radio ad for DLP. Don was 
talking not only about the real estate investment 
side but also about homeselling.” This prompted 
Tim to reach out to Don Wenner, who invited 
him over to discuss everything from investing to 
financial statements and auditing. “It was a real 
connection because not only were we on the same 
page with real estate, but also the whole concept 
of faith, family, and friends is something that we 
also discussed. All of that is really important to both 
of us. Our philosophies aligned and it was shortly 
thereafter that I made my initial investment.”

Tim also noted that he appreciates the company’s 
transparency and willingness to answer any 
questions he has. He has attended multiple capital 
dinners as they provide him with an opportunity 
to not only hear from Don the progress that DLP 
is making but from other investors as well.

When he was in the Army, he was taught three key 
lessons: do your research, trust your decision, and 
never look back. “I think those three things have 
been very valuable for me from an investment 
perspective. I researched DLP Capital. I met 
with Don and got a great feeling. I trusted my 
instincts and my decision to invest. And since 
then, I’ve never looked back. I’ve only looked 
forward. It’s been a very good guideline for me 
and would be a good guideline for anyone 
thinking about investing with DLP Capital.”

“It was a real connection 
because not only were we on 
the same page with real estate, 
but also the whole concept of 
faith, family, and friends...”
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PROPERTY 
ACQUISITION

“We see college towns as a sustainable, 
recession-proof investment for DLP 
Capital,” said Don Wenner. “As long as 
there will be students attending college 
and faculty and support services to serve 
them, there will be a consistent need for 
housing. We plan on having Grand at 
Rum Creek serve University of Alabama 
students, staff, and community members 
for years to come.”

CASE STUDYRum Creek    |    Tuscaloosa, Alabama

DLP Capital recently purchased Grand 
at Rum Creek, a 263-unit rental home 
community located in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
The city is home to the University of Alabama 
and more than 38,000 students. DLP 
Capital will expand Grand at Rum Creek’s 
resident base from students only into a 
community that also serves university staff, 
community members, and families. Units 
will be leased at affordable rental prices 
to the local community, ensuring residents 
can afford to live where they work.

Grand at Rum Creek features studio, 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5-bedroom units. The property has 
best-in-class amenities, including a resort-
style pool with a large hot tub, the largest 
fitness center in Tuscaloosa, yoga studio 
and spin room, full-size basketball court, 
sand volleyball court, tanning beds, theater 
room, pet park, poolside grills, cyber cafe, 
as well as 938 onsite parking spaces.

ESCAPE TO 
PUERTO RICO 
WITH DLP CAPITAL 
THIS NOVEMBER!
FOR A LIMITED TIME: Buy one ticket at regular 
price and receive a second for only $1,000! 
That’s a savings of $2,295! 

Space is limited and time is running out to register.  
Visit www.dlpcapital.com/november for more information  
on how to secure your spot.

Learn more & register on page 27
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Golden Opportunity: Investment Minimums Lowered as Opportunities Proliferate

CAPITAL RAISING

As the dream of homeownership becomes ever 
more challenging in today’s markets, it does 
open floodgates of opportunities for housing 
solutions in which DLP Capital can invest. 

Every would-be homeowner priced out of the 
market is a potential renter—and we continue 
to invest in properties and related assets that 
will satisfy that rental demand. Particularly 
good news on the investment front is that for 
accredited investors, for a limited time through 
October 31, 2022, we are reducing the minimum 
investment in four of our funds from $500,000 
to $200,000. By reducing this threshold, our aim 
is to more expediently deploy aggregated sums 
as we seek to capitalize on rapidly emerging 
opportunities—including a current DLP Capital 
pipeline under contract of over $1 billion.

Our track record, of course, is testament to 
our skills and diligence in identifying superior 
opportunities and managing them effectively. 
DLP Capital has never lost a dollar of principal 
among our investment funds—and we have 
never missed achieving our targeted returns, 
which range from 5% to 13%. In fact, even the 
two most conservative of our five funds have 
reaped historical returns since inception of 8% 
to 10.15%. On the other end of the spectrum, 
our best-performing fund achieved 45.57% 
in net returns to investors in 2021. Among our 
five fund offerings, the focuses include:

We have never missed achieving 
our targeted returns, which range 
from 5% to 13%.

Our best-performing fund 
achieved 45.57% in net 
returns to investors in 2021.

+45%

• Value-added equity investments into 
workforce housing communities, both single-
family and multifamily rental communities.

• Debt and equity investments in the 
development, acquisition, improvement, and 
management of rentals, primarily affordable 
housing in markets with strong fundamentals.

• Lending to top-tier operators and builders 
to create, improve, and preserve affordable 
workforce housing, while helping the sponsors 
scale their businesses for impact.

• Preferred credit positions with operators, 
builders, and lenders involved in the above.

• Fixed-rate note positions centered around 
initiatives to improve housing and job creation in 
low-income communities (minimum investment 
$100,000)—yet another way for DLP Capital 
and its investors to do well while doing good.

Of note for new investors unfamiliar with our funds, 
advantages may include flexible redemption 
features, limited volatility, tax advantages, and as 
with all our funds, the ability to be part of a broader 
goal—helping to transform the lives of millions of our 
nation’s residents, giving back to them the dreams 
of prosperity that begin with affordable housing.

Put in the words of Aaron Bare, a Wall Street 
Journal reporter and author who recently 
spoke at one of our Elite Accelerator events: 
“As the problems of the world will impact us all, 
investments in companies that solve problems 
of such universal importance are more likely to 
grow exponentially. ESG [Environmental, Societal, 
and Governmental] has grown to encompass 
$35 trillion of the $90 trillion global economy. 
. . .These future Goliaths are starting to do the 
right thing, even when no one is looking.”

DLP Investment Family

DLP Capital is looking to impact the lives of 10 million 
Americans through our investment fund programs—
and we’re well on our way, having impacted 700,000 
lives thus far. If you are new to our programs, consider 
joining our DLP Capital family through the unique 
investment opportunities we offer. You will be joining 
more than 2,200 existing DLP Capital investor families, 
who hail from every state in the nation, many of whom 
contributed to the $200 million investment funds we 
raised in the first half of 2022 alone. We are better 
together—and we may be in an unprecedented era of 
opportunities for investing in affordable rental housing.
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TRAILBLAZE CHALLENGE

Spring 2022

This Spring, many of DLP 
Capital’s leadership had the 
incredible opportunity of 
participating in the Make-
A-Wish Trailblaze Challenge. 
This 28.3-mile hike tested 
the grit of our team and 
really exemplified the Twenty 
Mile March attitude we 
strive for every single day.

While this was a physical test, 
the real challenge was raising 
much-needed funds to grant 

the wishes of critically-ill 
children. In total, DLP Capital 
participants raised more than 
$335,000 for Make-A-Wish, 
and we were honored to be a 
title sponsor of the Central & 
Western North Carolina hike.

We hope that this Trailblaze 
Challenge was just the first 
of many as we continue 
our partnership with 
Make-A-Wish Central & 
Western North Carolina.

On average, 
three children are 
diagnosed with a 
critical illness every 
hour. Only about 50% 
of eligible kids have 
their wishes answered. 
This fundraiser 
helps grant more 
wishes and families 
happiness and relief.

RAISED MORE THAN

$335,000
Through mentorship, insights, tools, and training, we are 
equipping a greater community to be evangelists and 
ambassadors for the mission of Living Fully. Our members are fully 
committed to the idea of helping themselves and others Dream, 
Live, and Prosper.

“What DLP does, the dashboard, 
knowing where your money is, how 
it’s producing, from start to finish 
is just excellent. The way they do 
things, the way they walk their talk, 
how they pour into people’s lives 
and add value—it is such a blessing.”

“I was attracted to DLP because Don teaches 
how to be able to learn how to scale a big 
company profitably. I love how the Elite 
program shows how to scale high growth, 
but with high profitability, which is usually not 
done—you usually sacrifice one or the other.”

DLP MEMBERSHIP 
OVERVIEW

Prosperity Family, 
Wealth & Legacy

The DLP Prosperity Family, Wealth & Legacy 
Membership has a straightforward aim: to 
help people build wealth for their families 
and leave a legacy that lasts for generations. 
At its core is invaluable, practical advice and 
guidance on achieving financial freedom, 
covering tax, risk protection, investment, 
estate, and peer review session planning.

The membership also focuses on living 
fully, including the legacy of positive action, 
impact philanthropy, and family compass 
that lead to a sense of personal significance 
and fulfillment. It includes personalized 
tools to support planning, education and 
learning, investment, workshops, retreats, 
and more, all designed to help members 
achieve the success they’re looking for in life.

Elite Impact Housing

The DLP Elite Impact Housing Membership was specifically 
designed to provide real estate investors exactly 
what they need to maximize and sustain growth and 
profitability within their businesses. Most importantly, it is 
aimed at supporting our mission of making an impact 
on the jobs and affordable housing crises.  

With mentorship and strategy at its core, the 
membership provides access to a variety 
of growth-centered resources, including full 
implementation of our Elite Execution System, 
intimate mastermind and networking events, 
and an unmatched capital partnership.

Developed for high-performing, high-growth real estate 
operators, the DLP Elite Impact Housing Membership gives 
exclusive access to the unmatched knowledge base and 
resources DLP has meticulously crafted over the years. 

Bradley Dickson  |  Prosperity Member
Josh McCallen  |  Elite Member
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RV PARK 
INVESTMENTS
Luxury RV Resorts  |  Creating a Home Away from Home

DLP Capital has made an 
IMPACT by investing in unique 
projects that include single and 
multifamily units in areas around 
the country in dire need of 
affordable housing. However, we 
didn’t want to stop at traditional 
housing, and with the rise of 
popularity in RV resorts, we knew 
we had to embrace this new 
opportunity.

The RV industry has seen 
significant growth during the 
past 15 years, with RV vacations 
labeled as the “safest way to 

travel,” according to the Wall 
Street Journal in 2020. Traveling 
the country on your terms with all 
of your belongings in tow is more 
convenient than ever as travelers 
opt to load up their home on 
wheels rather than board a 
crowded flight or stay in run-
down hotels off the interstate.

In 2022, DLP Capital announced 
the grand opening of the Island 
Oaks RV Resort in Glen St. Mary, 
FL. This recreational vehicle 
resort features state-of-the-art 
amenities like a miniature golf 

course, a swimming lake with a 
floating playground, expansive 
walking trails, bike and boat 
rentals, and so much more.

We’re excited to expand our 
portfolio in the luxury RV resort 
industry as remote working 
and traveling continue to take 
the United States by storm. The 
recreational vehicle industry is 
anticipated to grow by more than 
$8.8 billion by 2025, and we want 
to be a part of that success!

“Bringing this unique project to fruition and giving people and families a 
new and elevated luxury RV park experience will undoubtedly raise the 
recreational bar for not only Northeast Florida but for many areas to come.”

Don Wenner

PROPERTY 
ACQUISITION
CASE STUDY7 Square    |    Houston, Texas

DLP Capital recently purchased 7 Square 
Apartments in Houston, Texas, in partnership 
with Avid Realty Partners. The 402-unit 
apartment complex symbolizes DLP Capital’s 
dedication to providing affordable workforce 
housing in the Houston community.

Originally built in 2009 by Trammell Crow 
Residential, this elegant mid-rise wrap 
property features many resident-centric 
amenities and is conveniently located in 
the Memorial neighborhood of Houston. 
The pet-friendly property features a variety 
of floor plans consisting of one and two-
bedroom apartments. Residents have 
access to on-site parking, two swimming 
pools, a fitness center, a yoga room, a 
business center, and a break room with 
billiards, shuffleboard, and arcade games.

The acquisition was made together with Avid 
Realty Partners, a commercial real estate 
investment firm. Avid Realty Partners is a 
member of the exclusive DLP Elite Impact 
Housing community, made up of high-
growth, high-impact real estate operators.

This is Avid Realty Partners’ fourth multifamily 
property acquisition in Houston totaling 
over 1,200 units, thus providing scale 
and operational efficiencies. Avid Realty 
Partners worked in cooperation with Dr. 
Jay Levy as co-sponsor of this deal.

“We remain determined to supply 
the city of Houston and its working 
families with housing that is both 
comfortable and accessible,” said Don 
Wenner. “This property will allow the 
hardworking folks of the community to 
live where they work. As our portfolio 
continues to expand with Houston-
area acquisitions, we expect to deploy 
additional capital throughout the city 
and around the state in the future.”
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EVENT RECAP
Scaling New Development & 
Ground-Up Construction Event

May Capital Dinner Event

This May, we hosted an outstanding 
event for our Elite members—Scaling 
New Development & Ground-
Up Construction at Sea Palms 
Resort in St. Simons Island, GA. 
We were pleased to engage with 
our valued members and share 
tons of insights and inspiration. 

This Elite event was designed 
especially for experienced 
developers and builders who 
wanted to learn more about taking 
their ground-up game to the next 
level. Over two days, we shared 
strategies focused on elevating 
what attendees are currently doing 

so they could start operating like 
an elite in the ground-up space. 
We covered topics from capital 
structure and value engineering to 
organizational structure. We also 
showcased how DLP Capital could 
help in achieving their goals.

We understand not every Elite 
member operates in the group-
up space, so we had plenty of 
general sessions on the agenda 
to help high-growth real estate 
operators looking to scale their 
business to the next level.

At the May Capital Dinner, held 
at the San Jose Golf & Country 
Club in Jacksonville, FL, attendees 
were able to hear more about 
DLP Capital’s purpose-driven path 
forward for 2022 and beyond. 
Don Wenner provided exclusive 
insight into our current earnings, 
discussed our latest investment 
opportunities and talked a bit 
about what the future will bring. 

Highlights:

• DLP Capital fund overview 
and performance reports

• Funding case studies 
and success stories

• DLP Capital’s impact on four 
crises: affordability, jobs, 
wealth, and happiness

• Opportunities to help everyone 
to dream, live, and prosper

A virtual option was available 
for those who could not 
attend in person.

We look forward to seeing you at one of our future events!

KEY HIRES & 
PROMOTIONS

DAVID FITZPATRICK

GINA LUJAN

Senior Director of Investments & Portfolio 
Management  l  Head of Servicing

Managing Director 
l  Head of People Department
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IN THE NEWS

Financial Times Names DLP One of 
America’s Fastest Growing Companies

DLP Capital has been named One of America’s Fastest 
Growing Companies of 2022 by the Financial Times. This 
distinguished recognition is awarded by the Financial 
Times in partnership with Statista Inc., the world-leading 
statistics portal and industry ranking provider.

The Financial Times list ranks participating companies 
from across the Americas by their compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) in revenue, between 2017 and 2020. Of 
the 500 fastest growing companies, DLP lands on the list 
at no. 191, marking the third straight year the organization 
has placed inside the top 200. DLP Capital also ranks 
third largest by revenue for private companies in the 200 
fastest growing and is ranked eighth for fastest—growing 
companies within the financial services group.

POSITIVE RETURNS 
FOUNDATION

Our Purpose

Dream Bigger. Live Better. 
Choose Prosperity. Passionately 
creating prosperity through 
providing a hand up in 
the pursuit of affordable 
housing, homeownership, 
fulfilling employment, 
and entrepreneurship.

DLP is committed to making 
a difference in others’ lives 
worldwide. In 2019, Don Wenner 
founded the DLP Positive Returns 
Foundation, which focuses 
on positively impacting two 
epidemics: affordable housing 
and job creation. The foundation 
gives back to communities by 
providing manpower, knowledge, 
and capital to fight against 

these two epidemics. The Positive 
Returns Foundation makes it 
possible to offer affordable 
housing to families and focuses 
on entrepreneurship as a method 
of job creation. In Don’s words, 
“We want to make an impactful 
difference in the lives of others.”

The DLP team has been working 
to repair homes and restore hope 
for low-income homeowners, 
and has provided more than 
100 homeowners with interest-
free loans to help them repair 
their homes and cover housing 
and/or living expenses.

OUR 1 + ¼ + ¼ 
PLEDGE
At DLP, we are committed 
to making a positive 
difference in the lives of 
others. To make this impact, 
we pledge to give:

• 1% of our time: Our team 
members contribute 
1% of their paid time 
toward philanthropy

• ¼% of our capital raised 
will be donated to the 
DLP Positive Returns 
Foundation

• ¼% of our net revenue 
will be donated to the 
DLP Positive Returns 
Foundation

In addition, 100% of all 
proceeds from the 
book, “Building an Elite 
Organization,” by Don 
Wenner and 100% of 
all proceeds from the 
American Institute of 
Investment Housing (AIIH) 
will be donated to the 
foundation as well.
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THE DLP CAPITAL FOOTPRINT

DLP Capital executes its impact through 
a wide array of business divisions 
and companies including lending, 
investment funds, sales, leasing, property 
management, construction management, 
development, and loan servicing. Our 
locations are strategically located in areas 

in great need of help from our mission of 
combating the workforce housing crisis. 
We will continue to grow in smart and 
measured ways, and while we cannot 
comment on specific areas of future 
growth, we always have our eyes set on 
areas where we can make an impact.

Where We Do Business

DLP Capital Communities

DLP Offices

Commercial Buildings

DLP CAPITAL 
HEALTH, WELLNESS, 
& LONGEVITY EVENT

DLP Capital recently announced its biggest, most exciting 
event yet, and you’re personally invited to join us for the trip of 
a lifetime! We’re heading to beautiful San Juan, Puerto Rico for 
our first-ever Health, Wellness & Longevity Event, which will focus 
on balancing personal wellbeing with professional success. We 
have an extensive slate of experts who will show you how to 
hone in on your health and wellness.

We’ve also built in plenty of time for you to explore and enjoy the 
history and opportunities San Juan has to offer. Your registration 
will include breakfast, lunch, and dinners each days, as well as 
all speakers, breakouts sessions, keynotes, and all excursions.

Participants will leave feeling refreshed, reenergized, and ready 
to make positive changes to their health and wellness in order 
to live more productive, successful lives. 

FOR A LIMITED TIME: Buy one ticket at regular price and receive 
a second for only $1,000! That’s a savings of $2,295! Space is 
limited and time is running out to register. Visit www.dlpcapital.
com/november for more information on how to secure your spot.

November  9-13, 2022
San Juan  |  Puerto Rico

MORE UPCOMING EVENTS

August 
24th — DLP Capital Dinner   |   Dallas, Texas 
25th — DLP Elite Accelerator Event   |   Dallas, Texas

September 
21st — DLP Capital Dinner   |   Greensboro, Georgia 
21st — DLP Elite Accelerator Event   |   Atlanta, Georgia

November 
10th — DLP Capital Dinner   |   San Juan, Puerto Rico 
9th-13th — DLP Capital Health, Wellness, & Longevity  
                     Event   |   San Juan, Puerto Rico

December 
15th — DLP Capital Dinner   |   Allentown, Pennsylvania 

Register:
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IDS DAY

ALIGNMENT DAY
UP NEXT

Alignment Day is all about setting intentional time to focus on personal 
and professional goals with our leaders, coworkers, and direct reports. Each 
year, we set aside this day to realign ourselves with organizational goals so 
we can ensure success within our departments, the company, and for our 
investors. We look forward to sharing more about this day in our next report!

Earlier this summer, DLP hosted IDS 
Day for all of our team members. IDS, 
which stands for “Identify, Discuss, 
Solve,” serves as a day for us to focus 
on issues that need to be addressed 
and how we go about solving 
them. Team members collectively 
discussed ongoing issues or common 
problems and assigned action items 
and measures to track success.

IDS Day is an annual event that helps 
our team overcome obstacles that 
may have been hindering progress. 
We intentionally focus an entire day 
to hone in on those hurdles and, as an 
organization, we find ways to overcome 
and excel. This helps us become 
better leaders and better equipped to 
assist our members and investors.

August 2022 Q2 PERFORMANCE

DLP Capital has grown exponentially 
this year, meeting each target and 
steadily expanding our funds. 

Despite a turbulent economy, DLP has 
stayed the course and tightened guidelines, 
including working with better-qualified and 
experienced partners. Through this, we 
have continued our diligence in operations 
and cash management. We have not let 
our returns to investors suffer as we work 
to meet target returns across the portfolio, 
which we have accomplished once again.

Number of loans 
deployed in Q2 for a 
total of $205.7 million

DLP Lending Fund 
annualized net 

return to investors

DLP Housing Fund 
annualized return to 

investors

DLP Positive Note 
Fund fixed return to 

investors

DLP Building 
Communities Fund  

Q2 Distributions  
to investors

DLP Preferred Credit 
Fund Q2 Distributions  

to investors

DLP Income & Growth 
Fund annualized net 

return to investors

Capital raised in Q2

DLP Fixed Fund 
annualized net return 

to investors

168

12.10%

6%

5-7.5%

8%

10.74%

11.42%$119MM

11.88%
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Homeowners and Renters: Confidence on the Wane

Inflation and rising interest rates, in particular, 
have caused sticker shock for many would-be 
homeowners, with some of the nation’s largest 
homebuilders reporting contract cancellations 
exceeding 20% in the second quarter or compared 
to a similar period last year. A survey by Freddie Mac, 
aimed at gauging public sentiment on housing-
related issues, found that 51% of respondents were 
concerned about making housing payments, up 
4% in the second quarter compared to the first 
quarter. When honing in specifically on housing 
renters, the confidence survey number was 
worse still, with 68% of respondents concerned 
about payments—a 10-percentage point jump 
from last quarter. In fact, the second quarter 

confidence level reached its lowest point since 
the outset of the pandemic. Freddie Mac’s 
housing outlook survey included representative 
populations of age, gender, ethnicity, and region. 

So what does this all mean, given a national median 
listing price for single-family homes that in June 
2022 hit $450,000, according to Realtor.com, up 
nearly 17% from the same time last year? Just as with 
contract cancellations for new homes, noted above, 
it means buyers pulling out of the market for existing 
homes. It also means continued strong demand 
for apartment rentals—and people renting longer. 

2022 OUTLOOK
Nearly anyone looking into their crystal ball regarding the housing market these days sees a haze, 
given inflation, rising interest rates, an increase in housing supply, and recessionary fears—yet with 
a positive outlook on other fronts such as strong multifamily demand and asking rents. But one 
thing is crystal clear—affordability remains a challenge. According to Moody’s Analytics, we have a 
housing shortage of anywhere from 2 million to 5 million units at the national level and “a situation 
where large parts of our workforce need not just more housing, but also more affordable housing.”

Q2 and Beyond

Apartment “Renters-by-choice”

Fannie Mae saw continued strong demand 
for multifamily in the first half of 2022, with 
contributing factors noted as job growth and 
rising wages, along with positive household 
formation. But again, there’s that haze in the 
crystal ball. Fannie Mae is tempering its outlook 
for the second half based on “stubbornly 
persistent inflation, recession expectations, and 
elevated new multifamily supply.” Much of that 
additional apartment supply is expected to be 
completed and delivered over the next 18 months. 
Yet, Fannie Mae forecasts that high single-family 
home prices and rising interest rates will perhaps 
convince many multifamily “renters-by-choice 
that staying in their units is the better option.” 

For DLP Capital, there’s no haze in its mission 
and focus as it continues to address the high 
price of homeownership and apartment rental 
rates by providing affordable housing to working 
families across the country. It does this through 
the acquisition, development, and construction 
of rental housing, as well as by providing debt 
to real estate operators that invest in related 
housing—all the while reaping consistent 
returns for our growing base of investors.
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INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

“Workforce housing could be an investment 
opportunity,” notes JP Morgan in its own 2022 
investment outlook. “There can be upfront costs 
to modernize dated apartment units. However, 
the demand for these units may outweigh those 
minimal costs.” The firm notes adaptive reuse, 
modular construction, and preservation as 
important tools in addressing the housing crisis. 
At DLP Capital, we continue to explore all possible 
options to impact generations of residents across 
the country. We have now surpassed the $3 billion 
milestone, in terms of assets managed, and see 
no slowing down in the foreseeable future as we 
strive to address the affordable housing crisis.

Rent Growth, Strong DLP  
Originations on Horizon

Notes the National Apartment Association (NAA), 
“It will take more than a few years of robust 
construction levels to offset the chronic undersupply 
of apartments during the past three decades.” 
Forecasts for the industry are bullish, says NAA, 
particularly for rent growth, which is expected to 
show 4.7%-7.0% growth this year, with supply and 
labor issues (and resulting construction delays) 
subduing new deliveries. “The rental housing 
industry has good reasons to be optimistic: For-
sale housing prices are increasing at a faster 

pace than rents, more Gen Z’s are entering the 
rental market, incomes are rising and the job 
market is poised to continue its recovery.” 

Fannie Mae refers to RealPage, Inc. data that 
shows multifamily demand so strong that “new 
leases have seen rental rate increases of nearly 
20 percent as of June 2022, with renewals 
also at well-above-average levels with rental 
rate increases of more than 10 percent.” More 
affordable Class B and C units, according to 
Fannie Mae, are also seeing less concession levels 
than Class A—adding to the stability of the type 
of investments in which DLP Capital focuses.

As a firm, we continue to see strong results 
among our investment funds, in many cases 
far exceeding our targeted returns. We believe 
the remainder of 2022 holds excellent potential 
for DLP Capital to continue our superior track 
record on investments. We are targeting to wrap 
up 2022 with $1 billion in acquisitions of existing 
rental housing communities and development 
projects—both multifamily and single family 
communities—in addition to an anticipated $1.5+ 
billion in deals financed as lender. We’re excited to 
also share with you the many new types of rental 
opportunities we see going forward, which will 
further broaden our DLP Capital’s opportunities.

DLP Capital’s vision is to make an impact on four major crises in America—housing, 
jobs, legacy, and happiness—and that includes our impact on housing providing 
consistent and high-growth returns to our investors. So with the quagmire of 
economic and housing signals noted above, both positive and negative, what 
does the housing investment outlook hold for the remainder of 2022? If your focus 
is on affordable rental options—as is ours—then the prospects remain excellent.

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR 
PARTNERS IN SUCCESS, WITH 
WHOM WE COULD NOT HAVE 
GONE SO FAR IN, “DOING 
WELL WHILE DOING GOOD.”
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DLP Capital is committed to not only 
helping our investors do well, but also doing 
good with products that make a difference.

Risk Disclaimer : Investing in private real 

estate funds and notes secured by real 

estate has certain inherent risks, which 

could result in the loss of some or all of 

your principal investment. Your decision to 

purchase and invest should be based on 

your own particular financial circumstances 

and investment objectives. DLP Capital 

Partners, LLC (formerly known as DLP 

Capital Advisors, LLC), its officers, and 

representatives can in no way guarantee 

or warrant your success. Consult your tax 

advisor or financial advisor before investing. 

Past performance does not guarantee 

future performance. Please see fund offering 

documents for full details & disclosure.

All funds have these features:

• All funds are evergreen–receiving ongoing funding throughout lifespan
• All funds invest in desperately needed workforce housing in U.S.
• All funds are targeted to provide above-market returns to investors 
• All funds pay preferred returns before paying DLP Capital’s management fee*

*Except for the Positive Note Fund (no management fee)

DLP CAPITAL 
HOUSING FUND, LLC
Fund Overview  |  Second Quarter 2022

Quarterly Fund Overview  
& Future Outlook

The DLP Housing Fund acquired two additional 
communities in Texas during Q2, adding 654 new 
units to the portfolio. Another quarter of strong capital 
commitments grew the fund by over $40 million 
bringing the total just over the $300 million mark! 
Operating and other investment income for the quarter 
was up 63% over Q1 to $6.7 million which allowed the 
fund to pay its preferred distributions once again.

The Fund also found an opportunity to exit two 
properties. Prosper Willow Park and Prosper Ashley 
Creek, apartment communities in Vernal, UT which 
totaled 296 units that were acquired on 12/27/2019. This 
left the Fund’s portfolio with a total unit count of 11,688 at 
the end of the quarter.

As we begin Q3, the fund is in a great position to close 
on additional properties that meet our investment 
criteria and will allow us to deploy the additional 
capital received into the Fund.

Housing Fund Characteristics 
Asset Locations (based on investment volume)

Inception Date 01.01.2020

Capital Commitments $305,555,175

Target Annual Return 12%

Preferred Return 6%

Year to Date Preferred 
Return (DRIP Program)

6.34%

2021 Full Year Return 
(DRIP Program)

45.57%

Return Since Inception 
(DRIP Program)

27.86%

Periods of Missed 
Preferred Return

Zero

Management Fee
1.5% Subordinate to 
Preferred Return

Management Promote
80/20 Upon Achieving 
6% Preferred Return

Redemption Notification Annual Redemption

Management 
DLP Housing Fund 
Manager, LLC

Unit Price per Share $1,000

Call Structure
Optional for Investments 
> $500,000

Fund Information

Alabama 9%

Arkansas 5%

Florida 2%

Georgia 7%

Kentucky 8%

Louisiana 4%

Mississippi 13%

North Carolina 1%

Ohio 3%

Oklahoma 2%

Pennsylvania 6%

Tennessee 3%

Texas 36%

West Virginia 1%
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Portfolio Snapshot  |  Second Quarter 2022
DLP CAPITAL HOUSING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED
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Portfolio Snapshot (Continued)  |  Second Quarter 2022
DLP CAPITAL HOUSING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED
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Portfolio Snapshot (Continued)  |  Second Quarter 2022
DLP CAPITAL HOUSING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED
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DLP CAPITAL 
LENDING FUND, LLC
Fund Overview  |  June 2022

Monthly Fund Overview & Future Outlook 

As typical with the closing of the second quarter, and the 
first half of 2022, origination was strong through the end 
of June. DLP Lending kicked off several new relationships 
amid increased selectivity in our Target Borrower criteria, 
while Line of Credit holders and Elite Members rely on 
the Fund to provide workforce housing solutions to 
communities nationwide. Going into the July Elite Event, 
transaction volume is proving to rebound as it had in 
March, and a settling of interest rate volatility has given 
borrowers confidence to consummate deals that had 
previously been given pause.

The continued leveling up of sponsor selection has 
played a tremendous role in shaping the future of the 
loan portfolio. The DLP Lending Fund remains the stalwart 
to current and prospective Elite Members alike, where 
opportunities align with the core values of DLP and with 
the missions at hand. The message has been made clear 
that the Fund and its leadership are committed to serving 
entrepreneurs focused on leveraging our Community 
loan products for residential-centric acquisitions 
and developments, such as multifamily, self storage, 
mobile home parks, and recreational vehicle facilities. 
The Lending Fund has also reached its highest capital 
efficiency to date, ensuring that capital is ready to support 
our sponsors and deliver to our investors. 

20222020 2021

Actual Return

Targeted Return

Preferred Return

15

10

5

0
2019

Fund Information

Since Inception: 13.00%

yJ yJ

DLP CAPITAL LENDING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED
Fund Overview  |  June 2022

June  2022
June  2021 $46,499,429

$213,991,888
$394,943,213

$82,784,854

2022  YTD 
2021  YTD

Loan Origination Volume Lending Fund Characteristics

Loan Performance (based on loan volume)

Loan Snapshot

Typical Borrower

Asset Type by Percentage (based on loan volume)

Total Volume of Loans: $802,241,151
Average Loan Balance: $1,357,430
Average Duration of Loan on Tape: 8�15 Months
Average Duration of Loans Paid Off: 10�38 Months

Credit Score: 725
Experience: 42
Liquidity: $950k
Number of Loans with DLP: 3

Single Family Loans 26%
Multi-Family Loans 46%
Commercial Loans 11%
Vacant Land Loans 17%

Top 5 States:
TX 34%
FL 24%
GA 7%
PA 6%
NC 5%

Loan Locations:
(percentage by number of loans)

Midwest 6%

Northeast 9%

Southeast 48%

Southwest 35%

West 2%

Current (99�84%)

31-90 Days Delinquent (0�14%)

91+ Days Delinquent (0�02%)

0.14% 0.02%

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December Annualized

2022 10.79% 11.36% 11.80% 12.89% 12.36% 11.04% 11.71%

2021 11.04% 11.09% 11.08% 11.03% 10.47% 10.47% 10.55% 10.71% 10.16% 10.09% 10.50% 10.12% 10.61%

2020 12.04% 12.09% 11.22% 11.39% 11.06% 11.05% 11.06% 11.05% 11.04% 11.06% 11.02% 11.06% 11.26%

2019 12.65% 12.81% 12.45% 12.61% 12.54% 12.51% 12.20% 12.22% 12.53% 12.11% 12.18% 12.06% 12.41%

2018 12.57% 13.72% 12.43% 13.62% 12.46% 13.39% 12.45% 12.38% 12.48% 12.49% 12.56% 12.75% 12.76%

2017 14.02% 15.35% 15.47% 14.28% 13.07% 13.09% 12.42% 13.23% 13.61% 13.01% 13.48% 13.64% 13.71%

2016 13.22% 12.68% 14.06% 13.85% 14.89% 13.66% 14.63% 12.33% 17.73% 13.03% 13.93% 14.40% 14.03%

Inception Date 10.22.2014

Fund Term Evergreen

Fund AUM $685,371,386

Equity Commitments $312,984,170

LTV Average 51%

LTC Average 77%

Annualized Return 
Since Inception

13.00%

Target Return 9%

Preferred Return 8%

Periods of Missed 
Preferred Return

0 Months

Management Fee 
1%, Subordinate to 
Preferred Return

Management Promote 20%

Redemption Notification 90 days

Management DLP Management Group, LLC
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Loans Originated  |  June 2022
DLP CAPITAL LENDING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED

City State Zip Code Asset Class Amount
East Chicago IN 46312 Single Family (2-4 Unit) $187,500
St. Augustine FL 32084 Single Family $729,214
Gary IN 46403 Single Family $78,750
Tobyhanna PA 18466 Single Family $130,550
St. Petersburg FL 33705 Single Family $2,027,915
East Stroudsburg PA 18302 Single Family $155,450
Dayton OH 45417 Single Family $56,505
Gary IN 46403 Single Family $78,750
Gary IN 46403 Single Family
East Chicago IN 46312 Single Family $112,500
Jacksonville FL 32208 Single Family $161,877
LongPond PA 18334 Single Family $142,582
Gary IN 46409 Single Family $105,856
Daytona Beach FL 32114 Single Family $294,000
Baltimore MD Multiple Single Family $2,914,882
St. Augustine FL 32084 Single Family $325,113
Labelle FL 33935 Single Family $195,028
Labelle FL 33935 Single Family $196,856
Bethlehem PA 18018 Single Family $106,737
Gary IN 46408 Single Family $87,237
East Chicago IN 46312 Single Family $99,253
East Chicago IN 46312 Single Family $90,906
Camdenton MO 65020 Vacant Land $4,257,410
Birmingham AL 35234 Multi-Family $2,787,987
San Antonio TX 78228 Single Family $112,445
Gary IN 46404 Single Family $79,750
East Chicago IN 46312 Single Family $93,750
Jacksonville FL 32221 Multi-Property $1,772,001
Cincinnati OH 45207 Single Family $140,345
Neptune Beach FL 32266 Vacant Land $543,750
Neptune Beach FL 32266 Vacant Land $270,000
Jacksonville FL 32202 Commercial $2,651,133
Jacksonville FL 32202 Commercial $6,757,917
Sevierville TN 37862 Single Family $770,782
Dunnellon FL 34432 Single Family $414,802
Riverview FL 33579 Single Family $348,750
Philadelphia PA 19150 Single Family (2-4 Unit) $415,737
Jacksonville Beach FL 32250 Vacant Land $543,750
Crowley LA 70526 Multi-Family $8,400,000
Orange Park FL 32065 Single Family $221,250
Luling TX 78648 Vacant Land $7,610,884
St. Simons Island GA 31522 Multi-Family $29,338,755
Birmingham AL 35215 Multi-Family $3,738,991
Monroe NC 28110 Vacant Land $3,138,204

Loans Paid Off  |  June 2022
DLP CAPITAL LENDING FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED

City State Zip Code Asset Class Amount
Atlanta GA 30315 Single Family $397,790
River Forest IL 60305 Single Family $675,000
Ocala FL 34473 Single Family $137,331
St. Simons Island GA 31522 Commercial $8,550,000
Cleveland OH 44128 Single Family $73,500
St. Simons Island GA 31522 Multi-Family $11,000,000
Schererville IN 46375 Single Family $472,500
Kissimmee FL 34746 Multi-Family $6,000,000
Panama City Beach FL 32407 Multi-Family $1,055,820
Clinton SC 29325 Single Family $105,000
Port LaBelle FL 33935 Single Family $237,490
Panama City FL 32408 Multi-Family $1,080,745
Chagrin Falls OH 44022 Single Family $448,116
Philadelphia PA 19125 Single Family $135,758
Fort Mill SC 29715 Single Family (2-4 Unit) $227,500
St. Augustine FL 32084 Multi-Family $564,840
Philadelphia PA 19134 Single Family $132,840
Fort Myers FL 33907 Single Family $119,625
Fort Myers FL 33907 Single Family $119,625
Coplay PA 18037 Single Family (2-4 Unit) $152,618
Sycamore IL 60178 Single Family $126,000
Sioux City IA 51106 Single Family $109,331
San Antonio TX 78211 Single Family $94,539
Woodbury NJ 08096 Single Family $158,587
Tampa FL 33629 Single Family $3,225,000
Green Cove Springs FL 32043 Vacant Land $4,500,000
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DLP CAPITAL  
POSITIVE NOTE FUND, LLC
Fund Overview |  Second Quarter 2022

Quarterly Fund Overview & Future Outlook 

The DLP Positive Note Fund, once again, continued on its 
steady track. The Fund received three payoffs during the 
quarter totaling $4.6 million which was quickly put back to 
work as it originated one new loan in the second quarter 
totaling $4.5 million. The Fund received $338,017 in income 
from borrowers during Q2 and returned $207,427 in interest 
payments to its Note Investors. At the close of the quarter, 
the loan portfolio consisted of 8 mortgage loans with 
unpaid principal balances totaling $14,946,361 earning an 
average annual interest rate of 9.47%. The Fund Manager, 
through its affiliates, had a $2,700,000 equity investment 
in the Fund at the end of the quarter. The Fund had 
approximately $2.6 million cash on hand in anticipation of 
closing another loan in July.

Looking forward, as new Investor Notes and equity 
capital increase, Management will continue to deploy 
funds into additional mortgage loans consistent with the 
Fund’s strategy.

Fund Type Real Estate Loan Fund

Fund Investments Primarily Real Estate Loans

Direct / Indirect Security Real Estate Mortgages

Note Term 90 Days - 5 Years

Distribution Frequency All Distributions Paid Monthly

Redemptions Upon Note Maturity

Minimum Investment $100,000

IRA Investment Option Yes

Dividend Re-Investment 
Program (DRIP)

Yes

Audited Financials Yes

Reporting Frequency Quarterly

Management DLP PNF Manager, LLC

Fund Information

5-7.5% Fixed ReturnsOur 1 + 1/4 + 1/4 Pledge 

At DLP, we are committed to making a positive difference in 
the lives of others. To make this impact, we pledge to give:

• 1% of our time: Our team members contribute 1% of 
their paid time toward philanthropy.

• 1/4% of our capital raised will be donated to the DLP 
Positive Returns Foundation.

• 1/4% of our net revenue will be donated to the DLP 
Positive Returns Foundation.

*Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. 
*The offering is available to both accredited and non-accredited investors. 
For non accredited investors, the total invested in the Fund may not exceed 
more than 10% of the greater of the investor’s annual income or net worth.

DLP CAPITAL  
PREFERRED CREDIT FUND
Fund Overview  |  SECOND QUARTER 2022

Quarterly Fund Overview & Future Outlook 

In its third quarter of operation, the DLP Preferred Credit Fund made two additional 
investments in the Southeast, each through preferred equity totaling $12,500,000. 
This was accomplished by selling the funds short term notes and deploying an 
additional $3.6 million of investor capital. The Fund exceeded its target return of 10% 
with an annualized return of 10.74% and closed out Q2 with net income of $508,230.

As we continue through 2022, we look to deploy additional investor capital into both 
loans and equity deals that meet the funds investment strategy.

Inception Date 10.01.2021

Fund Term Evergreen

Fund AUM $22,803,293

Equity Commitments $22,561,293

LTV Average N/A

LTC Average N/A

Average Return 
Since Inception

10.46%

Target Return 10%

Preferred Return 9%

Periods of Missed Preferred
Return

0 Months

Management Fee
1%, Subordinate to 
Preferred Return

Management Promote 20%

Redemption Notification 90 days

Management
DLP Preferred Credit 
Fund Manager, LLC

Fund Information

Year First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Annualized

2022 10.22% 10.74% 10.48%

2021 10.04% 10.04%

Since Inception: 10.46%

Actual Return

Targeted Return

Preferred Return

10

5

0

15

20222021

Annualized Rates Paid Monthly Current Term Tiers

Note Principal / Liquidity Tiers 1 year 3 years 5 years

$100,000-$249,999 5.0% 5.5% 6.0%

$250,000-$499,999 5.5% 6.0% 6.5%

$500,000-$999,999 6.0% 6.5% 7.0%

$1,000,000-4,999,999 6.5% 7.0% 7.5%
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Fund Overview  |  Second Quarter 2022

Loan Originations  |  Second Quarter 2022

DLP CAPITAL PREFERRED CREDIT FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED

Origination Volume Portfolio Snapshot

Asset Type by Percentage  
(based on loan volume)

Preferred Credit Fund Characteristics

Year First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Total

2022 $4,850,000 $12,500,000 $17,350,000

2021 $6,341,919 $6,341,919

Total Volume of 
Investments:

$22,471,919

Average Investment 
Balance:

$3,745,320

Q2 2022 $12,500,000

Loans

Preferred Equity

100%

Multi-Family 33%
Vacant Land 17%
Commercial 49%

Top 5 States
FL 81%
SC 18%
GA 1%

Loan Locations:
(percentage by number of loans)

Southeast 100%

DLP CAPITAL  
BUILDING COMMUNITIES 
FUND
Fund Overview

DLP Capital’s Building Communities Fund is an equity investment fund 
focusing on developing new workforce housing communities.

The company’s primary strategy for this fund is to develop and construct 
new communities that are affordable for the local workforce, which will help 
to ease the housing affordability crisis in America. The geographic targets 
are throughout the Sunbelt region, with secondary and tertiary markets 
where the demand for affordable housing is greatest. These communities will 
consist of three- and four-story mid-rise multifamily buildings, up to five-story 
midrise urban complexes, single-family attached homes (such as twins and 
townhomes), detached homes, and RV and mobile home communities.

Fund Info

Unlike other DLP funds, this one doesn’t focus on current income since most of the 
investments are still being built and don’t generate income yet. In return for not 
getting current income, the fund has the potential to make higher returns because 
new housing can be built at much higher yields than current market values.

The Building Communities Fund offers the highest targeted return at 13% annually, 
including a preferred return of 8%. The fund also provides significant tax shelters 
through depreciation.

Net Income 327,671.28

Capital Increase $11.7M Increase from 25.8M to 37.9M

Second Quarter Performance
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Recent Acquisitions
DLP CAPITAL BUILDING COMMUNITIES FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED

Darby Project
Jacksonville, FL

This project is conveniently located 
near the Jacksonville International 
Airport and Downtown Jacksonville.

• 697 single-family homes

• Four phases of construction

• Phase 1 projected start date in Oct. 2022

• Phase 1 anticipated completion date in 
Sept. 2024

• $54 million investment

Downtown Jacksonville  
Redevelopment Project
Jacksonville, FL

DLP is partnering with local developer JWB to 
redevelop a significant district of downtown 
Jacksonville that spans 23 city blocks. The 
total investment is expected to be over $1 
billion in investment over the next decade and 
will include 3,000+ residential rental units in 
addition to office, retail, hospitality, etc.

Project Highlights
DLP CAPITAL BUILDING COMMUNITIES FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED

Parkland Preserve
St. Augustine, FL

This project is located adjacent to 
DLP Capital’s new headquarters in 
St. Augustine, FL.

• 55+ community

• 209 multifamily units

• Projected construction start date  
in March 2023

• Anticipated completion date  
in Nov. 2024

• $44 million investment

Mansions At Marine Creek
Fort Worth, TX

This project is conveniently located 15 
minutes from downtown Fort Worth.

• 638 multifamily units

• Three phases of construction

• Phase 1 of construction for 225 multi-
family apartments beginning Aug. 2022

• Phase 1 anticipated completion date of  
July 2024

• Phase 1 investment of $42 million
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Orchard Farms
Fort Worth, TX

This project is located in South 
Fort Worth on Shelby Road and 
Rendon Street.

• 643 single-family homes 

• Phase 1A construction for 222 
build-for-rent single family homes 
to begin Aug. 2022

• Phase 1A anticipated completion 
date of Aug. 2024

• Phase 1 investment of $45 million

• Phase 1B construction targeted to 
begin early 2023

Project Highlights (Continued)
DLP CAPITAL BUILDING COMMUNITIES FUND, LLC  |  CONTINUED
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FUNDS COMPARISON SHEET
Fund/Investment DLP Building  

Communities Fund
DLP Housing Fund (REIT) DLP Preferred Credit Fund DLP Lending Fund (REIT) DLP Positive Note Fund

Fund Type Real Estate Equity Fund Real Estate Equity Fund Preferred Real Estate Credit 
Fund

Senior Secured Mortgage Pool 
Fund

Senior Secured Mortgage Pool 
Fund

Fund Investments Primarily equity investments 
into the development 
and construction of new 
communities

Primarily equity investments into 
value-add existing workforce 
housing communities

Loans backed by real estate, 
primarily workforce housing 
assets

Senior mortgages, primarily 
workforce housing assets

Loans backed by real estate, 
primarily workforce housing 
communities

Direct/Indirect Security Equity Ownership in Real Estate Equity Ownership in Real Estate Notes Secured by Equity 
Pledges, Mortgages and 
Personal Guaranties

1st Position Mortgages backed 
by Real Estate along w/ 
Personal Guarantees

Note Agreement

Fund Term Evergreen Evergreen Evergreen Evergreen Evergreen

REIT No Yes No Yes No

QBI (199A) Deduction Eligible Yes Yes*** Yes Yes** Yes

Distribution Frequency Annually Monthly (Pref); Annually (EDC) Monthly (Pref); Quarterly (EDC) All Distributions Paid Monthly All Distributions Paid Monthly

Reporting Frequency Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Monthly Quarterly

Targeted Current Distributions NA 6% 10% 9% Fixed 5-7.5%

Preferred Return 8% 6% 9% 8% Fixed 5-7.5%

Targeted Annual Net Return to 
Investors

13% 10-12% 10% 9% Fixed 5-7.5%

Average Annualized Return 
Since Inception

8%* 29.17% 10.15% 13.03% Fixed Rates

Management Fee (Subordinate 
to Pref)

1.5%** 1.5% 1% 1% NA

Return Split 80/20 upon achieving 8% 
preferred return

80/20 upon achieving 6% 
preferred return

80/20 upon achieving 9% 
preferred return

80/20 upon achieving 8% 
preferred return

NA

Redemptions Annual Redemption Annual Redemption 90 Day Notice 90 Day Notice 1- 5 Years

Benefits of Leverage Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Tax Shelter through 
Depreciation

Yes Yes No No No

Minimum Investment $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $100,000

Target Fund Size $250,000,000 $1,000,000,000 $250,000,000 $1,000,000,000 NA

Tax Reporting Method K-1 K-1 K-1 1099-DIV 1099

Immediate Deployment of 
Funds (Y/N)

No (20-60 days on average) No (20-60 days on average) No (15-45 days on average) No (15-45 days on average) Yes

Inception Date Oct 2021 Jan 2020 Oct 2021 October 2014 Oct 2019

*Annualized Preferred Return
**management fee is paid monthly, 
but subject to claw back

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an 
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any interests in the Funds or any 

other securities.

***Not subject to phase out
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